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AUDIT SUMMARY

This report was written for PandaSale in order to find flaws and

vulnerabilities in the PandaSale project's source code, as well as any

contract dependencies that weren't part of an officially recognized

library given they were provided.

A comprehensive examination has been performed, utilizing Static

Analysis, Manual Review, and PandaSale Deployment techniques. The

auditing process pays special attention to the following considerations:

❖ Testing the smart contracts against both common and uncommon

attack vectors

❖Assessing the codebase to ensure compliance with current best

practices and industry standards

❖ Ensuring contract logic meets the specifications and intentions of

the client

❖Cross referencing contract structure and implementation against

similar smart contracts produced by industry leaders

❖ Through line-by-line manual review of the entire codebase by

industry expert
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AUDIT OVERVIEW

PROJECT SUMMARY

Project name PandaSale

Description PandaSale is a frontline protocol for users
and project-owners designed to help to
launch their projects and tokens in the
easiest way possible. The PandaSale token is
the ERC20 which powers the project.

Platform BNB Chain, Crypto.org Chain, Ethereum

Language Solidity

Codebase MD5 Hash | File Name
cab911ca04fee3064122affdcdd15de2    BaseSale.sol
01f5c028732527d8f4e8be747ff53482     EventEmitter.sol
1baccd6ba4c3fa8151321f857ab6da85    Factory.sol
103d0d442961eaf10bfb99c493c8957b   Fairlaunch.sol
27bf13f77562138427801bd77b14babf   Presale.sol
da35c252d3bb38e1fa9ea9f97829e0c5   WhiteList.sol
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FINDINGS SUMMARY

Vulnerability Total Resolved

● Critical 0 0

● Major 0 0

● Medium 3 0

● Minor 5 4

● Informational 6 5
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As a user-oriented platform, PandaSale focuses on facilitating a balanced

and mutually beneficial environment for both investors and project

owners.

PandaSale not only provides the next generation, all in one DeFi

Launchpad for all EVM powered networks but also integrates many other

complimentary services (Marketing, KYC audit, Contests, etc.) under the

same platform.

Having many partners in the crypto space, PandaSale provides

access to many discount services which raise project success rate.

PandaSale is financially accessible and simple to use for both investors

and project owners.

Our unique design not only assures the best possible project

launch but also creates the conditions to help the project keep growing

after launch. (PandaSale, n.d.)

There have been no critical issues related to the codebase and all

findings listed here range from informational to medium. The medium

security problem relates to the centralization of privileges and external

dependencies.
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AUDIT FINDINGS

Code Title Severity

CENT-1 Centralization of major privileges ● Medium

CENT-2 Multiple privileged accounts ● Medium

EXT-1 External protocol dependencies ● Medium

THRE-1 Missing zero address checks ● Minor

THRE-2 Missing division by zero checks ● Minor

MSG-1 Separation of emit events ● Minor

MSG-4 Missing emit event ● Minor
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BLOC-1 Usage of block.timestamp ● Minor

MSG-2 Undescriptive error messages ● Informational

MSG-3 Limited NatSpec comments ● Informational

BP-1 Use of enum values in place of IDs ● Informational

BP-2 Function naming convention ● Informational

COMP-1 Unlocked compiler version ● Informational

GAS-1 Unoptimised function type ● Informational
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CENT-1 | Centralization of major privileges

Description

The onlyOwner modifier of the smart contract(s) gives major privileges

over it (adding/removing whitelist addresses, update fees)*. This can be

a problem, in the case of a hack, an attacker who has taken possession

of this privileged account could damage the project and the investors.

*This list is not exhaustive but presents the most sensitive points

Recommendation

We recommend at least to use a multi-sig wallet as the owner address,

and at best to establish a community governance protocol to avoid such

centralization. For more information, see https://solidity-by-example.org

/app/multi-sig-wallet/
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CENT-2 | Multiple privileged accounts

Description

Besides the contract owner, other privileged addresses were found. This

includes the admin address, and the authorized array of addresses.

❖ The admin address can call the following functions:

➢ cancel -> BaseSale.sol  | Line: 289

➢ finalize -> BaseSale.sol  | Line: 315

➢ updateAdmin -> Factory.sol | Line: 75

❖ The authorized addresses can call the following functions:

➢ emitSaleCreated -> EventEmitter.sol  | Line: 30

➢ emitContribute -> EventEmitter.sol | Line: 46

➢ emitEmergencyWithdrawn -> EventEmitter.sol | Line: 59

➢ emitCancelled -> EventEmitter.sol | Line: 68

➢ emitFinalized -> EventEmitter.sol | Line: 74

Having multiple privileged accounts can increase the attack surface of

the overall project as the number of address keys to secure increases. In

particular through the authorise function (EventEmitter.sol | Line: 13), an

arbitrary number of addresses can be appended to the authorized array

of addresses.

Recommendation

We recommend keeping the number of addresses with privileged

addresses to a minimum.
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EXT-1 | Dependence to external protocol

Description

The contract interacts with Uniswap based protocols. The scope of the

audit would treat these third party entities as black boxes and assume

they are fully functional. However in the real world, third parties may be

compromised thus leading assets to be lost or stolen. We fully

understand that the business logic of the PandaSale project is designed

to work with Uniswap based protocols. This extends to other protocols

and interfaces not within the scope of this audit.

Recommendation

We encourage the team to constantly monitor the security level of the

entirety of Uniswap based protocols interacted with, as the security of

the project is highly dependent on the security of these decentralized

exchange platforms.
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THRE-1 | Missing zero address checks | FIXED

Description

Some functions which change sensitive addresses are missing checks to

prevent them from being changed to the zero address. Functions found

with this issue are listed below:

❖ updateServiceFeeReceiver -> Factory.sol | Line: 65

❖ updateAdmin -> Factory.sol | Line: 78

❖ updatePresaleProxy -> Factory.sol | Line: 116

❖ updateFairlaunchProxy -> Factory.sol | Line: 123

OpenZeppelin has standardized the use of zero address checks in

functions which change sensitive address variables. This is to prevent

accidental loss of privileged access and/or functionality within a project.

Recommendation

We recommend changing these functions to include a zero address

check. An example can be seen in the transferOwnership function in

Ownable.sol.

Source:

https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/master/

contracts/access/Ownable.sol
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THRE-2 | Missing division by zero checks |

FIXED

Description

A function was found which contains a division arithmetic with a variable

uint as the denominator, totalInvested. However, no checks were in place

to ensure this variable was not zero. The function found with this issue is

listed below:

❖ _getListingRate -> Fairlaunch.sol | Line: 54

This can cause this arithmetic operation to fail therefore causing the

_getListingRate function and functions which call it to fail.

Recommendation

We recommend changing this function to include a divide by zero error

check preceding the arithmetic operation. A line which can accomplish

this can be seen below.

require(totalInvested != 0, "totalInvested mustn’t be

0”);
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MSG-1 | Separation of emit events | FIXED

Description

PandaSale’s contracts handle event emission through the

EventEmitter.sol contract. The EventEmitter.sol contract contains

functions which emit predefined events of which access is limited to the

privileged authorized addresses. This introduces the issue where

authorized addresses can emit events even if their corresponding

function isn’t called. This can lead to confusion amongst users of the

project.

Recommendation

We recommend handling event emission within functions which require

them rather than relying on separately called contract functions. If this is

not possible, switch the event emitting functions within EventEmitter.sol

to internal rather than external to prevent false events from being

emitted outside the contract.
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MSG-4 | Missing event emits | FIXED

Description

Some functions within PandaSale’s contracts modify sensitive variables

without emitting an event. This issue includes functions which modify

privileged addresses such as updateAdmin and authorise. Examples of

functions with this issue are listed below:

❖ updateServiceFeeReceiver -> Factory.sol | Line: 68

❖ updateAdmin -> Factory.sol | Line: 75

❖ updateLaunchpadRaisedFeeBps -> Factory.sol | Line: 83

❖ authorise -> EventEmitter.sol | Line: 13

Recommendation

We recommend amending these functions to include event emits to

ensure transparency with users.
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BLOC-1 | Use of block.timestamp

Description

The use of block.timestamp can be problematic. The timestamp can be

partially manipulated by the miner (see https://cryptomarketpool.com/

block-timestamp-manipulation-attack/ ).

Recommendation

We fully understand that the use of block.timestamp within the

PandaSale Protocol is required for certain functionality such as liquidity

locking. Nevertheless, it is still useful to point out this kind of potential

security problem.
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MSG-2 | Undescriptive error messages | FIXED

Description

Throughout PandaSale’s contracts error messages are non descriptively

short. This is especially evident in function contribute (line 180,

BaseSale.sol), where three “require” statements share the same short

error message “!CONTRIB” despite depicting differing validation

situations. This can make debugging harder, thus reducing

maintainability.

Recommendation

We recommend amending error messages to be more descriptive of the

validation statement they represent. We are aware that short error

messages can help in ensuring the contract stays within contract size

limits and save on gas, however they should at the very least differ

meaningfully from each other.
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MSG-3 | Limited NatSpec comments | FIXED

Description

Throughout PandaSale’s contracts many functions remain uncommented.

This can make understanding the code’s functionality difficult for

developers and users (if the code is open source) thus reducing

maintainability.

Recommendation

We recommend using NetSpec standard comments throughout all of

PandaSale’s contracts.

See:

https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.5.17/style-guide.html?highlight=nats

pec%23natspec
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BP-1 | Use of enum values in place of IDs | FIXED

Description

Throughout PandaSale’s fixed arrays are used to store distinct variables.

An example of such an array is _trc (line 87, BaseSale.sol), which is an

address array of size 3. This array is only used to store token, currency,

and router address respectively such that _tcr[0] would return the

defined token address. It is industry standard to use enum values for

such arrays of fixed size and use. This improvement helps in

maintainability.

Recommendation

We recommend In place of numerical array index IDs, (0, 1, 2 in the

example above), to declare an enum struct and use these values instead.

As can be seen in the example below, this change can make

development and code review clearer.

//Example enum declaration

enum TRC_ID { TKN, CUR, ROU }

//Example enum use

require(_tcr[TC_ID.TKN] != address(0), ”Zero address”)
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BP-2 | Function naming convention | FIXED

Description

It is industry standard to precede the name of a function with “_” if the

function is either private or internal. However, within PandaSale’s

contract. Both public and external functions were found with a preceding

“_” in their name. Such functions have been listed below:

❖ _devTokensRequired -> Presale.sol | Line: 102

❖ _getTokensSold -> Presale.sol | Line: 117

❖ _getListingRate -> Presale.sol | Line: 121

❖ _getTokensSold -> Factory.sol | Line: 50

❖ _getListingRate -> Factory.sol | Line: 54

❖ _devTokensRequired -> Factory.sol | Line: 83

❖ _initialize -> BaseSale.sol | Line: 86

❖ _setFees -> BaseSale.sol | Line: 156

Recommendation

We recommend following industry standards and removing the

preceding “_” from their function name. Alternatively, if these functions

were intended to only be used within the contract, change the function

type to internal or private.
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COMP-1 | Unlocked compiler version

Description

PandaSale’s contract does not have locked compiler versions, meaning a

range of compiler versions can be used. This can lead to differing

bytecodes being produced depending on the compiler version, which

can create confusion when debugging, as bugs may be specific to a

specific compiler version(s).

Recommendation

To rectify this, we recommend setting the compiler to a single version,

the lowest version tested to be compatible with the code, an example of

this change can be seen below.

// Line 2, BaseSale.sol

pragma solidity 0.8.4;
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GAS-1 | Unoptimized function type | FIXED

Description

Throughout PandaSale’s contracts some functions are of type public

although they are never called within the contract. External functions

require significantly less gas to call. Such found functions are listed

below:

❖ finalize -> BaseSale.sol | Line: 316

❖withdrawVestedTokens -> BaseSale.sol | Line: 381

❖ updateServiceFeeReceiver -> Factory.sol | Line: 68

❖ updateAdmin -> Factory.sol | Line: 75

❖ updateLaunchpadRaisedFeeBps -> Factory.sol | Line: 83

❖ updateLaunchpadUniformFeeBps -> Factory.sol | Line: 94

❖ updateEmergencyWithdrawFineBps -> Factory.sol | Line: 105

❖ registerContest -> Presale.sol | Line: 66

❖ updateWhitelistFromContest -> BaseSale.sol | Line: 79

❖ _getListingRate -> BaseSale.sol | Line: 121

❖ setWhitelist -> WhiteList.sol | Line: 15

❖ addInWhitelist -> WhiteList.sol | Line: 19

❖ removeFromWhitelist -> WhiteList.sol | Line: 29

Recommendation

We recommend reviewing each of the functions listed above and where

possible switch their type from public to external.
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Global security warnings

These are safety issues for the whole project. They are not necessarily
critical problems but they are inherent in the structure of the project
itself. Potential attack vectors for these security problems should be
monitored.

CENT-1 | Global SPOF (Single Point Of Failure)

The project's smart contracts often have a problem of centralized
privileges. The owner, admin and authorization system in particular can
be subject to attack. To address this security issue we recommend using
a multi-sig wallet, establishing secure project administration protocols
and strengthening the security of project administrators.

Compliance with industry standards

The way the contract is developed and its compliance with industry
standards are part of the project. In order to increase the optimization of
the latter, we recommend refining the code to best fit industry best
practices, in particular the use of error messages and library utilization.
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DISCLAIMER

This report is subject to the terms and conditions (including without limitation,

description of services, confidentiality, disclaimer and limitation of liability) set

forth in the Services Agreement, or the scope of services, and terms and

conditions provided to the Company in connection with the Agreement.

This report provided in connection with the Services set forth in the

Agreement shall be used by the Company only to the extent permitted under

the terms and conditions set forth in the Agreement.

This report may not be transmitted, disclosed, referred to or relied upon by

any person for any purposes without Safetin's prior written consent.This

report is not, nor should be considered, an “endorsement” or “disapproval”

of any particular project or team. This report is not, nor should be considered,

an indication of the economics or value of any “product” or “asset” created

by any team or project that contracts Safetin to perform a security

assessment.

This report does not provide any warranty or guarantee regarding the

absolute bug-free nature of the technology analyzed, nor do they provide any

indication of the technologies proprietors, business, business model or

legal compliance. This report should not be used in any way
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Safetin security assessment to make decisions around investment or

involvement with any particular project.

This report in no way provides investment advice, nor should be leveraged as

investment advice of any sort. This report represents an extensive assessing

process intending to help our customers increase the quality of their code

while reducing the high level of risk presented by cryptographic tokens and

blockchain technology.

Blockchain technology and cryptographic assets present a high level of

ongoing risk. Safetin's position is that each company and individual are

responsible for their own due diligence and continuous security. Safetin's goal

is to help reduce the attack vectors and the high level of variance associated

with utilizing new and consistently changing technologies, and in no way

claims any guarantee of security or fun.
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